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A Message from our President

Your 2011-2012 Section Officers are shown to the left. It is 
that time of year for nominations to the board for next year. 
The President-Elect and one Board Member position will need 
to be filled for the 2012-2013 year. Please send your 
nominations (including self-nominations) to Patricia Lee and 
Jan Johnson (our Nominating Committee). They can be 
reached at patricia.lee@srnl.doe.gov and janetj@sopris.net.

We have been active in sponsoring Special Sessions at the 
2011 Mid-Year and the 2010, 2011, and 2012 Annual 
Meetings and we hope to continue sponsoring Special 
Sessions at future meetings. Please support these efforts by 
submitting abstracts. We welcome your comments and ideas 
for future Special Sessions. Please contact one of our Board
members with your suggestions.

Preparations are currently underway for our 2012 Special 
Session on “Tritium in the Environment.” Our featured invited 
speaker will Dr. Dan Galeriu who is the Senior 
Researcher/Project Manager in the Life & Environmental 
Physics Department at the “Horia Hulubei” Institute for 
Physics and Nuclear Engineering in Bucharest-Magurele, 
Romania. Dan is the leader of the Environmental Modeling 
for Radiation Safety (EMRAS II) Working Group 7 on 
“Tritium Accidents.” His abstract is provided on page 4.

        - Tim Jannik



CALENDAR

February 5-8, 2012
Mid-Year Meeting of HPS
Dallas, TX

February 20, 2012
Deadline for submitting 
abstracts for the HPS Annual 
Meeting in Sacramento

July 22-26, 2012
Annual Meeting of HPS
Section Meeting
Sacramento, CA

UPCOMING EVENTS

HPS Mid-Year Meeting in Dallas, TX   (2/5 – 2/8/2012)
The topic of the upcoming HPS Mid-Year Meeting is 
Issues in Waste Management.

HPS Annual Meeting in Sacramento, CA (6/26-30/2012)
The Health Physics Society invites members of the Society, 
other scientists and students to participate in the 57th Annual 
Meeting of the Health Physics Society to be held in 
Sacramento, CA July 22-26, 2012.

The Environmental/Radon Section sponsored Special Session 
at the 2012 Annual Health Physics Meeting will be “Tritium 
in the Environment.” Presentations on this timely subject are 
currently sought. Please contact the Program Committee 
Chair- Jeff Whicker by February 15, 2012 if you are 
interested in participating in this Special Session. We still 
have a couple of speaking slots open!
Contact Jeff at: whicker_jeffrey_j@lanl.gov

Also, at the Annual Health Physics Society Meeting there 
will be an Environmental/Radon Section Meeting. The 
meeting will be at the end of the Special Session, the time 
and location of the meeting will be listed in the Preliminary 
Program.



SECRETARY-TREASURER’S REPORT  

State of the Treasury

As of the first quarter of the HPS fiscal year, the Environmental/Radon Section account balance was:
$37,691.35.  

ENVIRONMENTAL - RADON SECTION  #266-000 

HEALTH PHYSICS SOCIETY

STATEMENT OF INCOME & EXPENSE AND ACCOUNT BALANCE 

FROM 9/1/2011 THROUGH 11/30/2011 -

BEGINNING BALANCE $  37,295.35 

INCOME RECEIVED 

Dues from HPS Members
           
440.00 

Contributions        -   

TOTAL INCOME COLLECTED $       440.00 

EXPENSES PAID 

Collection & Management Fees
             
44.00 

TOTAL EXPENSES PAID $         44.00 

NET INCREASE FOR FISCAL YEAR 
           
396.00 

ENDING BALANCE $  37,691.35 

Pat Scofield

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

Membership Dues

For those members who have not renewed your Environmental/Radon Section memberships 
through 2012 please do so online on the HPS website.  Dues are still just $5.00 per year.  
This money has been used for inviting top scientists (national and international) to speak at 
the HPS meetings and for supporting students in our field.  These are worthy endeavors.  
Thank you for your support of the section and all of our activities.



EDUCATION NEWS

The Environmental/Radon section is dedicated to promoting students within our discipline.
To this end, the Environmental/Radon section will be offering a scholarship to a student 
whose field of study is related to environmental or radon health physics.  The Scholarship 
Committee and the Executive Board within our section have been working with the 
Academic Education Committee to bring this scholarship to fruition.  The details of the 
scholarship, such as amount and selection criteria, have been determined. The scholarship 
award will be $1,000 per semester.  We plan to start advertising the scholarship and soliciting 
applications this spring, evaluate applicants by the annual HPS meeting, and provide the first 
award for fall semester of 2012.  

Jeff Whicker

ABSTRACT OF FEATURED 2012 SPECIAL SESSION SPEAKER

D. Galeriu  and A. Melintescu
“Horia Hulubei” National Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Bucharest –
Magurele, Romania

Research and Development of Environmental Tritium Modelling, an Update

There is an increased interest on environmental impact of tritium releases from nuclear 
facilities generated by observation of high concentrations of groundwater near some reactors, 
the debate on health effects and the role of OBT (organically bound tritium). Romania, 
having CANDU (Canadian Deuterium Uranium) reactors, is interested in both liquid and 
atmospheric routine or accidental release consequences and actively participates in 
international programs that address these problems. A briefing of recent results is presented 
covering a new human dosimetric model for tritium as well as activities in the framework of 
IAEA’s (International Atomic Energy Agency) EMRAS (Environmental Modeling for 
Radiation Safety) WG-07 (Working Group 7) special program covering Tritium Accidents. 
For this purpose, the processes involved in the tritium transfer in the environment are 
analyzed in strong correlation with the environmental conditions, season and time of the day 
and /or night. A few topics from the WG-07 which are of general interest are presented. An 
updated overview on tritium washout includes the potential effect of buildings and may 
explain high tritium concentrations in surface and groundwater near reactors. For the aquatic 
food chain, a new model was tested with experimental data and it may explain very high 
OBT in Cardiff fish as due to dissolved organic tritium released in the sea.  A metabolic 
model was developed and tested for the dynamic prediction of tritium in farm, laboratory and 
wild mammals and extended to birds. For atmospheric releases, the progress presented 
includes HT deposition to soil and conversion to HTO, as well as deposition of HTO to 
crops. Formation of OBT in crops is of main concern and a review of experimental data and 
the first model test are presented. Further needs of process understanding and experimental 
efforts are noted.


